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ABSTRACT 
HEATHERLY,  DAVID LEE.     The Classical and Generalized Schoenflies 
Theorems.   (1977)     Directed by:     Dr.   R.  B.   Sher.     Pp.     48   . 
The  classical  Schoenflies Theorem states that  for any Jordan 
2 
curve    J     in the Euclidean plane    E   ,     there exists a homeomorphism 
2 1 h    of    E       onto itself such  that    h(J)  - S   .     The generalized 
Schoenflies Theorem states  that  if    h    is a homeomorphic embedding 
of    S *   [0,1]   into the standard n-sphere    S  ,     then the  closure 
of either  complementary domain of    h(S «   {1/2})     is a topological 
n-cell.     In this  thesis, we will show that for any Jordan curve 
2 1 J    in    E       there exists a homeomorphic embedding    h:S    *   [0,1]     into 
2 1 E      such  that    h(S     *  {1/2} •   J,     thereby showing that the classical 
Schoenflies Theorem is a consequence of  the generalized Schoenflies 
Theorem. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A Jordan curve in the Euclidean plane    E      is any subset of   the 
plane which is homeomorphic  to  the unit circle    S   .     The Jordan Curve 
2 2 Theorem states  that  if    J    is a Jordan curve in    E  ,   then    E    - J    is 
the union of exactly two mutually exclusive domains,   one bounded and one 
unbounded i denoted    J„    and    J   ,     respectively;  furthermore    J    is the 
B U 
frontier of  each of    J-     and    Jy.     The theorem was first stated by 
Camille Jordan in 1866,   and the first valid proof, published in 1905, 
was  given by Oswald Veblen. 
A more  interesting result is  the classical  Schoenflies Theorem 
2 
which states  that for any Jordan curve    J    in    E  ,    there exists  a 
homeomorphism    h    of    E      onto itself such that    h(J)  » S     [9].     See 
Newman  [8]     for a proof.     Note that  the Jordan Curve Theorem is an 
immediate corollary of  the Schoenflies Theorem.     For an  (n-1)  - sphere 
in n-dimensional Euclidean space    E      with    n 2  3    the result fails 
because of  the existence of "wild" embeddings.     See for example the 
classic paper of Fox and Artin   [3]. 
Given a homeomorphic embedding    h    of    Sn~    x   [0,1]   in    S       (some- 
times  referred to as  the "collaring hypothesis" on    h(S *  {1/2})), 
the Generalized Schoenflies Problem asks whether the closures of  the 
complementary domains of    h(Sn_1 * {1/2})   in    Sn    are  topological 
n-cells.     (By  topological n-cell we mean any space homeomorphic to  the 
standard n-cell     {x £  En|I   x   I   < 1}.)     Barry Mazur  [6]   gave an 
affirmative answer with a certain "niceness" condition on    h.     Marston 
v 
Morse   [7]   showed  that Mazur's theorem Implied the theorem without  the 
"niceness" condition.     Independently,  Morton Brown  [2]   proved  the 
theorem with no extra conditions on    h    required. 
2 
In this  thesis we will show that  every Jordan curve in    E 
satisfies  the collaring hypothesis  of  the generalized Schoenflies 
Theorem.     As a result, we obtain the classical Schoenflies Theorem. 
In Chapter I,   certain definitions and results regarding the first 
steps  of the proof of  the  Schoenflies Theorem are considered. 
In Chapter II,   a survey of Brown's proof of the generalized 
Schoenflies Theorem is given. 
In Chapter III,  we show that every Jordan curve in    E      satisfies 
the collaring hypothesis. 
A working knowledge of elementary  topology is assumed.     The reader 
is referred to   [1],   [4],   [5],   [8],   and   [10]   for definitions and  theorems 
not covered  in this thesis.     For any  two spaces    X    and    Y,  a continuous 
function    f:   X + Y.    will be referred  to as  a ma£ from    X    to    Y.     If 
A c x,     then the closure of    A    will be denoted    C1(A);   the diameter 
of    A    by diam    A;     the frontier of    A    by    Fr(A);    and the interior of 
A    by    Int(A).    Also,   the closed interval of  real numbers[0,1] will be 
denoted by    I.     The set of positive integers will be denoted by    Z   , 
and    E1    will be used to denote  the set of real numbers.     If     (X,d)   is 
a metric space,    x e X,   and    e   > 0,     then    U(x,e)  =  (yex|d(x,y)   <  «}. 
We let    En    be    «^,  x.,,   •••,  xjl^ £ E1    if    1-1,   2,   •••,  n) 
so that    En    is a metric space where 
vi 
2>l/2 
d(x,y)  -  |x-y|  -  tfJ.j/V*!*  >        if    x "  (xl* V   ' 
and    y £   (jr.,  y2>   ••*.  yn)   « E
n.     We define the map 
e:  E
1 + S1    by    e(x)  -  exp(2Trix)   for all x e  E . 
SXn)cE 
vii 
CHAPTER I 
ACCESSIBILITY AND THE POLYHEDRAL SCHOENFLIES THEOREM 
The following lemma  is a criterion for continuity which will be 
used repeatedly throughout this  thesis. 
LEMMA 1.1     (GLUING LEMMA)     Let    X    and    Y    be spaces.     If 
X ■ A U B      where    A    and    B    are closed and    f:  X ■+ Y    is a function 
such that    fIA    and    f|B    are  continuous,   then    f    is  continuous. 
PROOF:     Let    C    be a closed subset of    Y.     Since    f|A    is  continuous, 
(f|A)_1(C)     is closed  in    A,     and hence in    X.     Similarly,   (f|B)_1(C) 
is closed in    X.     Since    AuB    - X,  f_1(C) -   (flAj'^Ou    (f|B)_1(C), 
which is  closed in    X.     Therefore,     f    is  continuous.     D 
DEFINITION 1.2:    A space    X    is path connected if  for any two points 
x.yeX    there  exists a map    f:   I * X    such that    f(0)   ■ x    and    f(l) - y. 
In general,   a map     f:   I *   X    is  called a path in    X,     and we say that the 
path above joins    x    to    y. 
DEFINITION 1.3;     Any space homeomorphic to    I    is  called an arc. 
(We also  sometimes refer to a singleton set as a degenerate arc.) 
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THEOREM 1.4;    Let    A,B    be compact subsets of    E   ;   a,b    points of 
E    -  (AuB).     If neither    A    nor B    separates    a    from    b,     and  if 
A n B    is connected   (or empty),     then    AuB    does not  separate    a    from 
b. 
The above theorem is a consequence of  the Mayer-Vietoris 
Theorem and Eilenberg's criterion.     See Wall   [10]  for a proof.     D 
DEFINITION 1.5:     Any space homeomorphic to  the union of a circle 
and one of   its diameters  is a theta curve. 
LEMMA 1.6:     Given    x e  J    where    J c E      is a Jordan curve.     Then 
for all positive    e     <   diam    J,     there exists an arc    K    in    J    such 
that    x £ K    and    KuFr(U(x,c))     is a theta curve. 
PROOF:     Let    x e  J,     e <  diam    J,     and    y e   J - Cl(U(x,e)). 
Since    Cl(U(x,£))     and     {y}    are disjoint compact sets, 
5 - d(y,Cl(U(x,£)))   > 0.     Since    J    is locally path connected,   the 
neighborhood    U - J  n U(y, -j )     of    y    in    J    contains  an open 
neighborhood    V    of    y    that is path connected in    U    and hence in    J. 
Since the open connected set    V    lies in    J,     V    is the interior of 
an arc  in    J    containing    y.     So    A » J - V    is an arc  in    J 
containing    x.     Denote the endpoints of    A    by    a    and    b.     Thus, 
there exists a 1-1 map    p :I ■* A,     where    p(0)  - a    and    p(l)   - b. 
Since    x   « A    and    a * x * b,     there exists    x'   e   (0,1)     such that 
p(x')  - x.     Let    A'     be the arc joining    a    and    x,    and    A"     the 
arc joining    x    and    b    so that    A - A' uA".     Now    A'   n  Fr(U(x,e)) 
is compact and does not contain    x. 
Let    L -  {t  €   l|t  < x'   and p(t)   e A"    n Fr(U(x,e))>.     Since    Fr(U(x,e» 
is a Jordan curve and    A'     contains  points  in both complementary 
domains  of    Fr(U(x,e)),     L    is nonempty.     Since    p    is continuous,     L 
is closed.     Furthermore,  since    L    is closed and bounded,   it is 
compact.     Thus,     L    contains  its  least upper bound,   say    r.     Similarly, 
M -    {t e   l|x'   <  t and p(t)   E A"  n Fr  (U(x,e))}     contains its greatest 
lower bound,   say    s.     For all    t  «(r,s), p(t)   e A n U(x,e)     and 
p(r), p(s)   £  Fr(U(x,£>).    Now    Fr(U(x,e))   = S1    while 
K - p[r,s]   =   [r,s]   =   [-1,1]   since  closed intervals are homeomorphic. 
Since    K    intersects    Fr(U(x,£>)     at exactly two distinct points, 
p(r)   and p(s),     K   U Fr(U(x, e))       is a theta curve.    D 
THEOREM 1.7:     Let    J c E      be a Jordan curve and    A    one of  its 
complementary domains.     Given    x e  J    and e   > 0,     there exists £ >  0 
such that p,q e     A n U(x,£)     can be joined by a path in    A n U(x,e). 
PROOF: We may assume e < diam J. By Lemma 1.6, there exists 
an arc K in J such that x £ J and K U Fr(U(x,0) is a theta 
curve.     Choose    6 - min { 4,   d(x,J-Int(K))}     and let p,q £  U(x,6)   n A. 
Let    B -   (J-Int(K) u   Fr(U(x,e)).    Now    B    is connected,   and since 
2 
U(x,6)     is  a convex subset    of    E    - B,     B    fails   to separate    p    from 
q.     Also since    p,q  £ A,    J fails  to separate    p    from q.     Now 
B n J -  J -  Int(K)     is  connected.     Therefore by Theorem 1.4, 
Bu   J - JuFr(U(x,e))     fails  to separate    p    from    q.    Therefore,     p 
2 
and    q may be joined by a path in    E    -  (J u Fr(U(x,£)))     and hence in 
A n U(x,£).       D 
THEOREM 1.8: (Accessibility) Let J c E be a Jordan curve and 
A one of its complementary domains. If x £ J, there exists a map 
p   :   I*  Audi    with    p[0,l) C   A    and p(l) - x. 
PROOF:     By Theorem 1.7,   if    i     is a positive integer,  there 
exists    6     >  0    such  that  if    p,  q  e A n U(x,6  ),   then    p    and    q 
may be joined by a path in    A n U(x, -r).     Inductively,  we may assume 
61 >  62 > .    Let    x.   e A n U(x,6,)    and    for    i - 1,   2, 
*i+l 
£ A n U(x,6i);  let    p^U - -j^, 1 - -i-] * A n U(x, j) 
be a map such that    p±(l ±Zi)
m x±    and    P^1 f")" x±a,' 
,   let 
Define 
p:  I * A u{x}    by 
P(t) 
'p   (t)       if      1 - -^Ti   £  «   £ 1  " K 
1 21 * 21 
D x if      t - 1 
The final result  of  this  chapter will be vital  to the result of 
Chapter III.     A definition and two lemmas  precede its proof. 
DEFINITION 1.9:     A polygon    J     in    E       is a convex polygon if    J 
is the frontier of a convex domain. 
LEMMA 1.10:     Let    J    and    L    be  convex polygons in    E  .     If    h 
is a homeomorphism of    J    onto    L,     then there exists a homeomorphism 
h*    of    J u J„    onto    LuL.    such that    h*|j ■ h. 
D O 
The lemma follows by selecting     a e Jg,    b £ Lfi    and mapping the 
line segment  from    a    to    x £ J    linearly onto  the line segment joining 
b    and    h(x).     Details shall be omitted here.       D 
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LEMMA 1.11:    Let    J    be a polygon in    E      and    L    a  triangle in 
E2.     If    h    is a homeomorphism of    J     onto    L,     then there  exists a 
homeomorphism    h*    of    J u Jfi    onto    L uLfi    such that    h*|j - h. 
PROOF:    We will  give an inductive proof on the number of line 
segments  forming    J. 
2 
If    J1  c  E      is a triangle,    then    J.     is convex,   and the lemma 
follows from Lemma 1.10. 
2 
Now supposa that if    J.   <= E      is  a polygon having    k    or fewer 
sides and    h.      is a homeomorphiBm of    J,     onto    L,     then there exists 
a homeomorphism     (h, )       of    J.  u (Jj)g    onto    L u  L      such that 
(h/lJ - hk. 
Let    JL.,   c E      be a polygon having    k + 1    sides,  and let 
h^,     be a homeomorphism of    2^+1    onto    L.    We may assume    -^+1 
is not convex,   for otherwise the desired conclusion follows from Lemma 
1.10.     On page 286 of     [A],     Einar Hille shows that every polygon 
can be  triangulated.     In his proof,  he shows that  from the vertex    p 
of an interior angle of    J.   . ,    having measure greater than    IT, 
there exists a line segment    Q    to some other vertex    r    of    Jfc+1 
such that    Int(Q)   lies  completely in     Uk+1)B>  Q 
n J^n ' <P»r}>     and 
Q    is a diagonal subdividing    Jj. 1    into two polygons    F    and    G, 
each having at most    k    sides.     (Note that    F n G - Q.)    Let    L'     be 
a triangle  in    E2.     Let    p'     be a vertex of    L' ,   r1     the midpoint 
of the opposite side,   and    Q'      the median of    L'   having p'   and r1 
as  its  endpoints.     Now    Q'   lies completely in    L'B   ,  Q'   n L*   -  (p',r'}, 
and    Q'     is  a diagonal  subdividing    L'     into two triangles    F'   and G'. 
(Note that    F'   n G'   - Q'.)     Let    m    be a homeomorphism of    Jfc+1    onto 
L'   such  that    m(p)   - p'   and    m(r)  - r'.    Now there exist homeomorphisms 
f    of    F    onto    F'   and    g    of    G    onto    G'     such that 
f|Cl(Jk+1 - G)  - mlCKJj^ - G),  g|ci(Jk+1 - F) - m|Cl(Jk+1 - F),   and 
f |Q ■ SIQ-     By our inductive hypothesis,   there exist homeomorphisms 
f * of     F u F_     onto    F'   u F'     and    g*    of    G u G_    onto    G'u G'     such  that 
D D OB 
f*|F "  f    and    g*|G ■  g.     By  the gluing lemma, we have a homeomorphism 
m*    of     J^., u   (Jk+1)B    onto    L' u L'       defined by 
'f *   (x)     if    x e F u F_ 
m*   (x)  » 
g*   (x)     if    x e  G u G B 
Now    m*|Cl(Jk+1 - G) -  f*|Cl(Jk+1 - G)  - fjCK^ - G)  - m|Cl(Jk+1 - G) 
and    m*|ci(Jk+1 - F) -  g*|d(Jk+1 - F)  - g|Cl(Jk+1 - F)  - m|Cl(Jk+1 
Thus,   since    Cl(Jk+1 - F) uCKJ^ - G)  - J^, m*|Jk+1 - m. 
- F). 
Now KH 
-1 is a homeomorphism of    L'    onto    L,     and by Lemma 1.10 
-1 * 
there exists a homeomorphism (hj.jOm ) of I'u Lj onto lu L^ 
such that (hk+1»m
-1) |L' - hk+1
0'n~ • Let the homeomorphism (h^) 
of    J        u (J       )B    onto    L u   LB    be defined by     (\+1>     ■   (\+i0In    >     (m) 
so  that (Vi> k+1 W 
The lemma now follows by induction. 
THEOREM 1.12:     Let    J, K    be two polygons in    E   .     If    h    is a 
homeomorphism of    J    onto    K,     then there exists a homeomorphism    h* 
of     Ju J      onto    KuRj      such that    h*|j - h. 
PROOF:    Let    L    be a  triangle in    E  ,     and  let    h'     be a 
homeomorphism of    J    onto    L.     By Lemma    1.11,   there exists a 
homeomorphism     (h')*    of J  u Jfi       onto    L u Lfi    such  that 
(h')*|j - h\     Now    h'-h"1    is  a homeomorphism of    K    onto    L,  and 
by Lemma   1.11  there exists a homeomorphlsm   (h'°h~ )*    of    K u K^ 
onto    L  u Lfi    such that     (h'°h~ )   |K - h'<>h~   .     Let  the homeomorphis 
h*    of    J  u  JB    onto    Ko Kj    be defined by    h* -   [(h'-h"
1)]"1(h')* 
so that    h*|j - h.       □ 
CHAPTER II 
A PROOF OF THE GENERALIZED SCHOENFLIES THEOREM 
The following problem was of interest for some time:     Suppose    h 
Are the closures of is a homeomorphic embedding of    S
n~    x I    in    Sn 
the complementary domains of    h(S *  {—})    topological n-cells?    With 
an added "niceness" condition on    h,    Mazur  [6]   gave an affirmative 
answer.     With Mazur1s  result, Morse   [7]   proved the theorem without the 
"nice" condition.     Morton Brown  [2]  proved directly that the answer is 
affirmative with no extra conditions on    h    required. 
In this chapter,  we shall present Brown's proof of the generalized 
Schoenflies Theorem.     Theorems 2.3,   2.4,   2.8,  2.10,  2.11,   and 2.12 are 
taken directly from [2],  and  the proofs are just  embellished versions of 
Brown's proofs. 
DEFINITION 2.1:     If    f:X -*• Y    is a map,   then an inverse set   (under 
f)     is a set    M <= X    containing at  least  two points, and such that for 
some    y    of     f(X),    M-  f_1(y). 
DEFINITION 2.2:    A set    M    is  cellular in an n-dimensional metric 
space    S    if  there exists n-cells    Q,, Qj»   ...     in    S    such that 
3i+1  =  Int(Q±),     and    J?^ - M. 
THEOREM 2.3:     Let    Q    be an n-cell,  and let     f    map    Q    into  the 
n-sphere    Sn.     Suppose also  that    f    has only a finite number of inverse 
sets,   and  that these inverse sets are all in    Int(Q).     Then    f(Q)     is 
the union of     f(.Fr(Q))     and one of its complementary domains. 
PROOF:     Let    D    and    E    be the complementary domains of     f(Fr(Q)) 
in    Sn.     Let    h«f|Fr(Q).     If    £(Q) c f(Fr(Q)),     then    h-1f    maps    Q 
into    Fr(Q)     and is  fixed on    Fr(Q).     This  is impossible;  hence we may 
assume    f (Q)   n D 4 $.     Now    Fr(Q)     does not separate    Q,     and    f(Fr(Q)) 
separates     Sn.     Since    Int(Q)     is path connected,    f(Int(Q))     is path 
connected.     Since    f(Fr(Q))  n D - *    and    f(Q)  n D 4 *i   f(Int(Q))   n D + <fr. 
Suppose    f(Int(Q))  <fc C1(D).    Then there exists an element    p  e  f(Int(Q)) 
such that    p  4   C1(D);     i.e.,     p e E.     Let    q £  f(Fr(Q))   n D.     There 
exists a path    m    joining    p    and    q    in    f(Int(Q)).     This path intersects 
f(Fr(Q)).     Let    x e   f(Fr(Q))  n  f(Int(Q))  +  #,    Then    f_1(x)     intersects 
Fr(Q)     and    Int(Q),     but  the only inverse sets of    f    are in    Int(Q). 
Therefore,     f(Int(Q))  c C1(D),     and so    f(Q)  c C1(D). 
Let    A  ,  A. A.     be the inverse sets under    f.    These all lie 
in    Int(Q).     By Brouwer's  Invariance of Domain Theorem,     f    maps the 
interior of    Q -  ,u,A.     homeomorphically onto an open connected set    U 
in    Sn.     Let    V - D -   (U u  fCUjAj))'     Since    V - D -  f(Q)     and    f(OJ 
is compact,     V    is an open subset of    D,     as is    U.    Now,    D - U U V 
U f(  u.A ).     If    U    and    V    are both nonempty,   then this implies that 
f( u A ),     a finite set,  separates    D.     This  is a contradiction.    Hence 
j " 
V - *    which implies    D e U u ttyfah    T*1"8    C1<D) c C1(U u f<jfcV' 
c Cl(f(Q). 
It follows  that    f(Q)   - C1(D).     D 
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THEOREM 2.4:     Let    Q    be an    n-cell.     Suppose    M    is a cellular 
subset of     Int(Q).     Then  there is a map     f    of    Q    onto itself  such 
that    f    is fixed on    Fr(Q)    and    M    is  the only inverse set under    f. 
We shall precede the proof of Theorem 2.4 by some lemmas  required 
for that proof. 
LEMMA 2.5:     Let    Q    be an n-cell,   and let    A    be a compact  set 
lying in    Int(Q).     Then  if    e >  0,     there exists a homeomorphism 
h:Q * Q    such that 
1) h(x)  - x    for all    x e Fr(Q),    and 
2) diam h(A)   <   £. 
PROOF: Since closed   intervals are homeomorphic, we may assume 
Q - In.     Let     0 <   6  <  c     and    t - d(A,Fr(Q)) -  l.u.b. { Ia-b] |a e  A, 
b £  Fr(Q)}. Define    g^tO,  1-t]  - [0,^| ]     by     g^x)  - i/g(1_t)   x    f 
all    x «   [0, 1-t],    and define   g2:[l-t,  U * H§ » U    *?   82
(x) 
S:1^ (x-1) + 1    for all    x e   [1-t,   1]     so that   the map    f:I * 1 
nt 
or 
defined by 
f(x)  -    j 
l82 
(x)    if    x £  [0, 1-t] 
(x)     if    x £   [1-t,   1] 
is a homeomorphism.     Let    x - (x^  x,,,   ....  xn)     be an n-tuple in    Q, 
and define    h:Q * Q    by    h(x) - h(xr  x2>   .... xn>  -   (fCx^.f^)  
f(xn)).     Let    7-(yry2 yn>    be an n-tuple in    Q    such that 
x + y,     and  suppose    h(x)  -  h(y).     Then     (ff^).   f(x2> f(*n»  ■ 
(f(yi),   f(y2) f(yn))-      So    ffej)  - f(y±>     for all    i - 1,   2 n, 
11 
and  since    f    is  a homeomorphlsm,    x    - y      for all    i ■ 1,   2, n. 
This  is a contradiction.     Thus    h(x) 4 My),    and    h    is    1-1.     It can 
also be seen that    h    is onto since for    x e  Q,     h(f~   (x.),f_1(x-)  
f"   (xn))  " x  •     Therefore    h    is  a homeomorphism,   and    h(x) «= x    if 
x e  Fr(Q).     Since    h(A) c   [0, -j= ]     ,     diam    h(A)   < 6  <  e.     D 
LEMMA 2.6:     Let    Q    be an n-cell.     Suppose    M    is  a cellular subset 
of    Int(Q).     Let     Qi    be a sequence of n-cells in    Q    whose intersection 
is    M    and  such  that    Q... c   Int(Q.).     Let    id = h.,  h,, h„,   ..., h      be 
l+i i oiz n 
homeomorphisms of    Q    onto  itself such that 
1) h     -  ■ h      on    Q-Q.     for    i - 1,   2,   ....  n-1,     and 
2) diam    h^)   < j    for    i = 1, 2,   .... n. 
Then     {h.}     converges uniformly on    Q. 
PROOF:     Let     e > 0.     By the Archimedean principle,   there exists  a 
positive integer    N    such that    -TJ- < e.     By our hypothesis,   for all 
x e Q    and    j ,k Z N,     |h  (x)   - hk(x)|< ^ <  e.     Therefore,  by the Cauchy 
criterion for uniform convergence,   {h±}     converges uniformly on    Q.   D 
LEMMA 2.7:     With notation as  above,   let    lim h    - f.     Then the 
i-*<° 
following conditions hold: 
1) f     is continuous, 
2) f(M)   -  n hi(Qi)     is a point, 
3) f|Q-M    is     1-1,     and 
A) f(Q)   - Q. 
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PROOF:     1)     Let     e  >  0.     Since    {h±)    converges uniformly on    Q    to 
f,     there exists a positive integer    N    such  that     |h^(x) - f(x)|< ^ 
for all    x  e  Q.     Let    a  €  Q.     Then 
|f(x)  - f(a)|   -   |f(x)  - tyx)  + h^x)  - h^a) + hjjCa)   - f (a) | 
S   |f(x)  - ^(x)!  +  |hN(x) - h^M\   +  liya) -  f(a)| 
K 7 +   lhK^  " "N^^I   + f      for a11    x €  Q. 
Since    h^    is  continuous  at    a,     there exists     &  > 0    such that   if 
|x-a|   <  6,     then     |h^(x)   - h^(a) |   < 4    .     So we have     |f(x) - f(a)|   < 
■| + -| + -|»€     if     |x-a|   <  6.     Therefore     f    is  continuous. 
2) Since    h-CQ.)   s h9^V   D  •"   D hi^i^   3 '''       is a 8e1uence of 
nonempty subsets of    Q,     it  follows from the Cantor Intersection Theorem 
[1]   that  there exists a point belonging to    n h^Q ).     Furthermore, 
since     idiam   (h   (Q.))} * 0,   n h.(Q.)    contains    precisely one point. 
Suppose    y  e   f (M).     Then there exists    x e M    such that    f (x) - y. 
Since    M c Q       for all    i,     x e Q      for all    i.     Since    lim h.(x)  - 
i * J-HIO 
f(x) - y,     {h   (x)} * y.     Suppose now that    y t  1^(0^).     Then there exists 
a positive integer    j     for which    y  i h   (Q ).     So    y i ^(0^)    for all 
k 2 J,     Choose     « • d(y,h   (Q )),     and let    U(y,e)    be  the ball about    y 
of radius     e.     Now    U(y,e)     contains at most a finite number of terms 
of    {h   (x)},     but this is   a contradiction.     Thus    f(M) c a l^CQjO.    Now 
since n h  (Q )    contains only one point and    f(M) + *,    f(M) - n h.^). 
3) Suppose    a,b  £ Q-M      and    a 4 b.     Then there exist positive 
integers    j    and    k    such that    a e Q - Qj    and    b £ Q - Qk-    Choose 
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i ■ max {j,k}     so  that    a,b e  Q - Q  .     Since    h.     is a homeomorphism, 
hi(a)  + h±(b).     Since    h±|Q - Q± - f |Q - Q^,  f (a)  + f(b).     Therefore 
f]Q - M    is     1-1. 
4)     Since    f    is a map of     Q    onto itself,     f(Q) c Q.     Suppose 
x £  Q = n h   (Q^   u   (Q -  n h^)).     If    14 n h^),     then    x e f(Q) 
since    n h  (Q.)   ■  f(M)   c f(Q).     Let    x e Q - n h  (Q ).     Then there exists 
a positive integer    j     such that    x e h   (Q ).     Let    k    be the least such 
positive integer.     Now there exists    y e Q    such that    h   (y)  - x.     For 
each    n  2 k,     h(3)  ■ h__j_(y) Vi(y)" Vy)-   So  x' hk(y) 
lim h  (y)   -  f(y)   e  f(Q).     Therefore    f(Q)  - Q.     D 
n-*» 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4:     Let    Q.     be a sequence of n-cells  in    Q 
whose intersection is    M    and such that    Q1+1 
c   Int(Q1>.     From Lemma 
2.5,   there exists  a homeomorphism    h.,     of    Q    onto itself which is  fixed 
on    Fr(Q)     and such that the diameter of    1^(0^)     ls  le8S  tnan    *•     In~ 
ductively,   suppose we have homeomorphisms    id ■ h_,  h.,   •••• II      of    Q 
onto itself such that 
1)     h - h±    on    Q - Qi    for    i -  1,  2,   .... n-1,     and 
2)    diam   (h   (Q ))   < f    for    i - 1,  2,   ....  n   . 
By Lemma 2.7   (1  and 4),     f - lim h      is a map of    Q    onto itself.     The 
i-M» 
h.     are all fixed on    Fr(Q);    hence so is    f. 
i 
Let    x.y    be  two different points of    Q,    one in    M    and one in 
Q - M.     We may assume    x ( M.     So for some    i, x i Q±    and    f(x)  - h^x) 
<    h±(fL).     Now since    y e M,     then    f(y)   e h^Int^))  c h^).     So 
f(x) 4 f(y). 
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Let    x,y    be two different points  of    Q - M.     By Lemma 2.7   (3), 
f(x) + f(y). 
Let    x,y e M.     By Lemma  2.7   (2),   f(M)     is a point,   so    f(x)  - f(y). 
Therefore,    M    is the only inverse set under    f.       D 
THEOREM 2.8:     Let     S    be a topological    n-1 sphere in    Sn,     and let 
D    be one of  its complementary domains.     Suppose f    maps    C1(D)    onto an 
n-cell    R    such that  the only inverse set of    f is a cellular subset 
M    of    D.     Then    C1(D)     is an n-cell. 
PROOF:     Let    Q    be an n-cell in    D    such that    Mc   Int(Q).     Then 
M    is cellular  in    Q.     By Theorem 2.A,   there exists a map    g    of    Q    onto 
itself such that    g    is fixed on    Fr(Q),    and    M    is the only inverse 
set under    g.     Let    g'     be the map of    C1(D)    onto itself which is the 
identity on    C1(D) - Q    and    g    on    Q.     Then the map    fg'~      of    C1(D) 
onto    R    is a homeomorphism.     Therefore    C1(D)    is an n-cell.     D 
LEMMA 2.9:     Let     Q    be an n-cell,  and suppose    f    maps    Q    into    S   . 
Suppose that    M c  Int(Q)     is the only inverse set under     f.     There is a 
complementary domain    D    of    f (Fr(Q))     such that if    U    is an open sub- 
set of    Int(Q)     containing    M,     then    f (U)     is open in    D. 
PROOF:     By Theorem 2.3,   there is a complementary domain    D    of 
f(Fr(Q))     such that     f (Q)  - f (Fr(Q)) u   D.     Since    U - M    is open,     f (D-M) 
is open by Brouwer's  Invariance of Domain Theorem.     Suppose    f(M)  - {m} 
is not an interior point of    f (U).    For every positive integer    i, 
there exists    y± e V(m,j) - f(U).    We may assume    1 < d(m,f (Fr(Q))). 
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Now the sequence    {f     (y_)}     lies completely in    Q - U    and therefore 
has a subsequential limit point,   say    p,     in    Q - U.     So there exists a 
subsequence    (f     (y    )}    of    {f     (y )}    which converges to    p.     Since 
f    is  continuous at    p,     then 
f(p)  = lim f(f-1(yn ))   - <n 
f_1(yn W 
n± 
but this is a contradiction,   since    p e U.     Therefore    f(U)     is  open in 
D.       D 
THEOREM 2.10:     Let    Q    be an n-cell,   and suppose    f    maps    Q    into 
Sn.     Suppose also that    M c Int(Q)     is  the only inverse set under    f. 
Then    M    is  cellular in    Q. 
PROOF:     By Theorem 2.3,   there is a complementary domain    D    of 
f(Fr(Q))     so that     f(Q)  - f(Fr(Q)) u   D.     Let    U    be an open subset of 
Int(Q)     containing    M.     Then by Lemma 2.9,     f (U)     is-open in    D,   and 
f(M) c   f(u).     Let    h    be a homeomorphism of    Sn    into itself such that 
h(Cl(D)) =   f(U),     and for some small neighborhood    V    of the point of 
f(M),     hlV     is fixed.     Let the map    g    of    Q    onto itself be defined by 
g(x) ■C- 
if    x  e m 
\f(.x)     if    x e M     . 
Since    rtf    is the identity on    f_1(V),    g    is a well defined homeomor- 
phism.     Therefore    g(Q)     is an n-cell in    U    containing    M    in its 
interior.     It follows that    M    is cellular in    Q.       0 
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THEOREM 2.11:     Let    f    nap    S      onto itself  such that     f    has 
precisely two inverse sets    A    and    B.     Then both    A    and    B    are 
cellular  in    S   . 
PROOF:     Let     d    be an    n-1    sphere in    S    -   (AuB)     each of whose 
complementary domains has an    n-cell for its closure.     If    d    separates 
A    from    B,     then the theorem follows  from Theorem 2.10.     Suppose     d 
does not separate    A    from    B.     Let    Q    be the n-cell whose frontier is 
d    with      AuBc   Int(Q).     Let    f(A) -  (a)     and    f (B) - {b}.     By Theorem 
2.3,     f(Q)  ■ f(Fr(Q)) u   D    where    D    is that  complementary domain of 
f(Fr(Q))     such that     ((a) u   {b}) <=  D.     Let    U    be an open subset of    D 
which contains     (a)    but not     (b).     Let    h    be a homeomorphism of     S 
onto itself such that    h(f(Q))  c u,     and for some  small neighborhood    V 
of    a,     h|V    is   fixed.     Let     g    be the map of    Q    into itself defined 
by 
g«  -fX_, 
if    x e  A 
if    x e  Q - A 
Since    f**M    is   the identity on    f_1(V),     g    is a well defined map. 
Now the only inverse set of    g    is    B.     So by Theorem 2.10,     B    is 
cellular in    Sn.     Similarly,     A    is cellular  in    S   .      D 
THEOREM 2.12:     (THE GENERALIZED SCHOENFLIES THEOREM)     Let    h    be a 
homeomorphic embedding of    S11"1 * I    into    Sn.    Then the closure of 
either complementary domain of    h(Sn_1 » ty)     H an n-cell. 
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PROOF:     Let    A    be the closure of  the complementary domain of 
h(Sn_1 *   (l))     which does not contain    h(S x  {0}).     Let    B    be the 
closure of the complementary domain of    h(S *   (0))    which does not 
contain    MS0-     *  (ll).     Let    f    be a map of    Sn    onto itself which 
carries    A    onto  the north pole,     B    onto the south pole,   and 
h(S ,n-l x   {-i-})     onto the equator,  and has only    A    and    B    as  inverse 
sets.     Let    D,     and    D_     be the complementary domains of    h(S x   {—}) 
A B ' 
which contain    A    and    B,     respectively.     By   Theorem 2.11,    A    and    B 
are cellular  in     Sn.     Thus,    A    and    B    are cellular in    DA    and    DR, 
respectively.     Therefore by Theorem 2.8,     C1(DA>     and    CKDg)    are 
n-cells.       D 
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CHAPTER III 
THE CLASSICAL SCHOENFLIES THEOREM 
Our claim is  that  every Jordan curve in    E      satisfies the 
collaring hypothesis  of Brown's  generalized Schoenflies Theorem.     It 
2 
will suffice  to show that given any Jordan curve    J     in    E   ,     there 
exists  an embedding    h'lS1 x  I + E2    such that    h'(S1  x {j}) - J.    We 
shall show there exists an embedding    h:S    * I -► J u  J      such that 
MS1 x   (l))   - J    and then with that result expand to an    h1.     Our 
embedding    h    will be defined as the limit of a sequence of functions 
converging uniformly on    S    x   I    which will be obtained inductively. 
First,   however,   a number of preliminary definitions,   lemmas,   and 
theorems are given. 
DEFINITION 3.1:     A polygonal path in the piecewise  linear space    X 
is a path    p    such  that    p(I)     is  a singleton or the union of a finite 
number of line segments. 
DEFINITION 3.2:     A polygonal arc    q    in the piecewise  linear space 
X    is the union of a finite number of line segments such that    q    is 
homeomorphic to    I. 
DEFINITION 3.3:     A set    A    in the piecewise   linear space    X    is 
polygonally path connected if  for any two points    a,b e A,     a    and    b 
may be joined by a polygonal path whose image lies in    A. 
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DEFINITION 3.A: A set A in the piecewise linear space X is 
polygonally arc connected if for any two points a,b € A, a and b 
may be joined by a polygonal arc lying in    A. 
2 
THEOREM 3.5:     A nonempty connected set    A    in    E      is polygonally 
path connected. 
PROOF:     Let    x  £ A    and let    B ■  {a e A|X    and    a    can be joined 
by a polygonal path in    A}.     (Note that    B 4  ♦    since    x € B.)    Let 
y s B.     Since    y £ A    and    A    is open,   there exist    e   >  0    such that 
U(y,<0 c  A.     Now let     z £ U(y,e),     and let the map    g:[-j,   1]  * U(y,<-) 
be defined by    g(t)   - 2[(l-t)y + (t - \)z]     for all      te[|,ll-     Since 
y £ B,     there exists a polygonal path    h:[0,4] + A    such that    h(0)  ■ x 
and    h(-|)  - y.     Now define the map    p:I * A    by 
P(t) •' 
'lift),   0  <  t  <| 
g(t), 7St£l 
so that    p    is a polygonal path in    A    joining    x    and    z,     implying 
z £  B.     So    U(y,e) c   B,     and thus    B    is open relative to    A. 
Now let    y    be a  limit point of    B    in    A.     Since    y e A    and    A 
is open,   there exist     e  >  0    such that    U(y.O *  A.     Since    y    is a 
limit point of    B,     there exists a point    w £  B n U(y,e).     Since    w £ B, 
there exists a polygonal path    ml [0,|]   * A    such that    m(0) - x    and 
m(\) - „.    Let the map    n:[|,l] - U(y,£)    be defined by    n(t) - 2[(l-t)w 
+ (t- i)y]     for all    t e   [\. 1].     Now define the map    q:I - A    by 
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Cm(t),  OstsJ 
l(t)«| , 
^n(t), - s t < 1 
Then    q    is a polygonal path in    A    joining    x    and    y.     So    y e B,     and 
B    is closed relative  to    A.     Therefore    A » B. 
Let    a,b c A.     By the above,   there exists a polygonal path 
r.ilO.-j] * A    such that    r   (0)  - a    and    t.(x)  ■ x;    also,   there exists 
a polygonal path    r.:[—,1] * A    such that    r20r)  " *    and    r„(l) - b. 
Define    r:I ■* A    by 
f»,<t), 0 i t ST 
(t) - , 
(^r  (t), \ < t  < 1       . 
Then    r    is a polygonal path in    A    joining    a    and    b.     It  follows that 
A    is polygonally path connected.     □ 
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REMARK 3.6:     Obviously the above result holds if    E      is  replaced 
by any piecewise linear space    X    having the following property:     Each 
point of    X    has arbitrarily small open polygonally path connected 
neighborhoods. 
THEOREM 3.7.   [1]   (LEBESGUE Covering Theorem):     Suppose    6 - {Go) 
is an open covering of a compact subset    K    of    E  .    There exists a 
positive number    X    such that  if    x,y    belong to    K    and     |x-y|   < X. 
then there is a set in    G    containing both    x    and    y.       D 
LEMMA 3.8:     Let     a,b €  E      and    e  > 0.     If    p:I * E      is a path in 
E2    such that    p(0)  - a    and    p(l)  - b,    then there exists a path 
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Hi + E      with    qCO)   ■ a    and    q(l)  - b    such that 
1) q    is polygonal and 
2) for all    y £  I,   |p(y)-q(y)|   < £     • 
PROOF:    For    x e p(I),    let    E^ - 0(x,-|)    and    F - {EJX £ p(I)}. 
By Theorem 3.7,   there exists     X > 0    such that  if    c,d £  p(I)    and 
I c—d |   <   X,     then there exists a set in    F    containing both    c    and    d. 
Since    p     is uniformly continuous,   there exists    6  > 0    such that if 
e,f £  I    and     |e-f|   <   6,     then     |p(e)-p(f)|   <  X.     Let    X,,  x2>   ....  xn 
be a partition of     I     such that    0 - ^ < x2 <   ...   < XQ -  1    and 
|x.  - x       |   <   6     for     i -  1,   2,   ....  n-1.     Define the map 
vtxi> xi+i] * E2, for L"lt 2 n_1, by qi(t) " ^^l ' 
ilx^-tllpl^)]  +   [t-x^lpCx^)]}     for all    t £   [x±, x^].     Now 
define the map    q:I - E2 • by    q(t)  - q±(t)   if    t £   [x^ x±+1].     Let 
y £ I.     There exists  a positive integer    k,    with    1 £ k s n-1,     such 
that    y £   [Xfc.x^].    Now since    ^ - y|  < «,     Iffefc) " PWl  <  x-    So 
there exists a set    A    in    F    containing both    pCx^)     and    p(y),     and 
therefore     |P(y)   - pO^)!   * f ■     Since     l*k " *k+l'   <  *  ' 
IpCx^) - P(xfcfl)|   <  X   .     So there exists a set    A
1     in    F    containing 
both    pCx^     and    P(\+1),     and therefore     IPG^) " P^'   * t ' 
Furthermore     Ip^)   -  q(y) |   *   IPO^)  - 9<\^ I     since    "(y)    lieS °D 
the  line segment joining    p(xfc)     and    ?(\+1)-     Now we have 
|P(y) - q(y)l   - !p(y)-p(\)
+p(xk)'q(y)l 
* |p(y)-p(*k)l
+|p(xk)-q(y)l 
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LEMMA 3-9:     Let    J c   E      be a Jordan curve and let    x e  J.    Let    A 
be one of  the complementary  domains of    J.     There  exists  a path 
q:I ■* AU {x}       with    q[0,l) c   A    and    q(l)  - x    such that    q[0,l)     is 
the union of countably many line segments such that  for  each    e > 0, 
U(x,e)    contains  all but a finite number of  those line segments. 
PROOF:     By Theorem 1.8,   there exists a map    p:I + Au {x}    such that 
p[0,l) c  A    and    p(l)   ■= x.     Let    (xn>    be an  increasing sequence of 
points in     [0,1)     converging to    1    such that    x: = 0.     Then    {p(xn))-x. 
Let    f  :I -*  [x   ,x    A    be the homeomorphism defined by    f±(t)  - 
(x      -x )t + x±    for each    i £   Z
+ .     Let     e± ' dfolx^x^],     E    - A). 
From Lemma  3.8,   for  each    i e   Z+,    there exists a map    q^.I + A    such 
that     qi(0)  >   (pof^CO),     qjd) - (P»«1)d),     \    is polygonal, and for 
all    t«X,     |(l>.£1)(t)-qi(t)l<Ct.     Define    q:I - A   u {x}    by 
q(t) 
fa^Sto   if   xi * c - *i+i 
x if    t - 1 
so that    q[0,l) c   A    and    q[0,l)    is  the union of countably many line 
segments such that  for each    «   > 0,    Vf».«)     contains all but a finite 
number of  those line segments. 
LEMMA 3.10:     Let     J e  E
2    be a Jordan curve and    A    one of its 
complementary domains.     Then given    x £ J    and    , >   0,    there exists 
v      A  n IIrx 61     can be joined by a poly- 6 > 0    such that two points    a,b « A n U(x,c;    can o    j 
gonal path in    A n U(x,e). 
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PROOF:     From Theorem 1.7,   If    x £  J    and    e  > 0,     there exists 
6 > 0    such that  if    p,q e A n U(x,6),    there exists a path    p:I + U(x,e) 
such that    p(0)  -  a    and    p(l)  - b.     Let    ? - d(p(I),  Fr(A n U(x,e))). 
2 
By Lemma  3.8,   there exists a path    q:I + E      with    q(0)  - a    and 
q(l) ■ b    such that    q    is polygonal and for all    t i 1,     |p(y)-q(y) l<Y. 
It follows  that    q    is  a polygonal path joining    a    and    b    in 
A n U(x,e).       D 
LEMMA 3.11;     Let    x    and    y    be points of the piecewise linear space 
X    and  let    p:I * X    be a polygonal path such that    p(0)  ■ x    and    p(l) 
» y.    Then there exists a    1-1    polygonal path    q:I + X    such that 
q(0) = x,     q(l)  ■ y,     and    q(I) c   p(I). 
PROOF:     If    p.: I * X      is a polygonal path such that    p^O)  - x, 
p   (1) - y,     and    p   (I)     is a line segment,   then define    q^I * X    by 
q  (t) -  (l-t)x + ty    for all    t e  I. 
Suppose  for any path    pfc:I - X    such that    pfc(0) - x,    Pk(D - f. 
and    p   (I)     is  the union of at most    k    line segments,  there exists a 1-1 
polygonal path    qk:I * X    such that    qk(0) - x,    qfc(l) - 7, 
and 
q   (I) «   pk(l). 
Let    p       :I * X    be a polygonal path such that    Pk+1 
(0)  - x, 
Pk+1(D  - y,     and    pk+1(D     is  the union of    kfl    line segments,   say 
V   a2 ak+1   •     We may assume    Pfcfl<0>  «  a, .     Since    .,    is closed, 
Pk*l"1(*l)     iS  Cl°Sed ""*  h8S  a  large8t element'  8ay    8'     SinCC 
pw!.,l] c  JJJ a±   ,     there exists a    1-1    -P    PQ   [••«  * W'
11 
such that    P0(s)-Pk+1(s)     and    %0) - F    by our inductive hypothesis. 
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Let    z - l.u.b.{pj1(a1 n  PQIB.1])}-     If    z - 0,     let    qk+1 - pQ:I - 
If    p   (z) ■ x,     then    p   | [z,l]     is  a    1-1    map such that    Pn(z)  ■ x, 
p  (l)  •= y,     and    p.Qz.l]) c   Pv+iC1)-     By reparameterization, there 
x, exists a    1-1    polygonal path    qk+1=I ■* X    such that    q^^O) 
q      (1) * y»     and    \+i(I> c   pk+l^I)-     Consequently>   assume    pQ(z) + x. 
Let    qi[0**]+«*    be defined by    q(t)  «-|[ (z-t) (x) +  (t) (pQ(z)) ]     for 
all    t e   [0,z].     Now let  the map    q^I + P^.]/1*    be defined by 
*k*l Ct) ^p(t 
(t)     if    0 < t <  s 
)     if    s  s t £   1 
Now q is a    1-1    polygonal path such that    qk+1(°) ' 
x>    qk+l(1) " y' 
and  W1)c pk+i(I)- 
The lemma holds by  induction.     D 
COROLLARY 3.12:     A space in    E2    is polygonally path connected if 
and only if  it  is polygonally arc connected.      □ 
DEFINITION 3.13:     Let    a £  A,    where    A    is  an arc in    E     which is 
the closure of the union of countably many line  segments.     If for     c  >  0, 
U(a.O     contains all but  a finite number of those line segments,   then    A 
is  locally polygonal modulo a  . 
LEMMA 3.14:     Let    J c   E
2    be a Jordan curve and    A    one of its 
complementary domains.     Let    x e J    and    w e A.     There exists an arc 
icidxl      having endpoints    w    and    x    such that    B n J - l*>     and    B 
is locally polygonal modulo x. 
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PROOF:     By Lemma 3.9,   there exists a path    q.:I + Ay   {x}    with 
q[0,l) c   A    and    q, (1)  - x    such that    q.(I)    is the union of  countably 
many line segments such that for each      €  >  0,    U(x,e)     contains all but 
a finite number of  those line segments.     If    q, (0)  ■ w,     let    f « q    . 
If    q1 (0)  4 w,     let    r.: I ■* A    be a polygonal    1-1    map such that 
r (0)  - v    and    r^l)  - q^O).     Define    r2:[0,|] - I    by    r2(t)  - 2t 
for all t e   [0,-|]     and    q2«[j,l] * I    by    q2(t)  - 2t-l    for all    t £   [j,l]. 
Now let    f :I ■* Au {x}      be defined by 
f(t) 
r(ri0r2)(t)     if    Osts| 
|^(qi0q2)(t)     if    \ < t £ 1 
so that in any case    f    is a path in    E2    such that    f(0) - w,    f[0,l) c  A, 
f(l)  « x,     and    f(I)    is  the union of countably many line segments such 
that for e   > 0,     U(x,£>     contains all but a finite number of  those line 
segments. 
Let     U±)    be the sequence of points in    I    defined by    a1 - 1 - j 
for each    i e Z+    so that     U^ - L     For each    i € Z+,     f   [a^  a^]     is 
a polygonal path in    E2    joining    f(a±)     and    f<«i4l>»    and by Lemma 
3.11,   there exists a    1-1    polygonal path    p.:I * fttji a±+1l     such that 
Pl(0)-f(^)     and    Pl(l)  - f(ai+1).     By gluing,  there exists a polygonal 
path    p':l - E2     such that    p'(0)  - »,  P'(D  - *,     <»d    p' 1^,   a^]     is 
1-1.    Order the arc    B^p'Uj. Vl1    ^   *'^    "    *'*****'    **' 
b,    be the first point of    B,    lying in    £ Bj .     Let    i%    be the largest 
integer such that    b. « »4   ,     and let    b£    be the first point of the arc 
-"l 
B I,      from    b.     to    p(a )     lying in    Jh 41*1  ' 
3X 1 JJ7« 1 
Continuing this 
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process, we obtain arcs   Cor degenerate arcs)     B'     B^, B^,   ...,    where 
B'    is the arc of     Bn     joining    w    and    b  ,     such that  for    i  - 0,1,2,..., 
0 X * 
B'   n   ( k£i+lBV  " {bi+l}*     Let    B =   ^O*^ U {x}    8° that    B c  Au {x} 
is an arc having endpoints    w    and    x,     B n J - {x},     and    B    is locally 
polygonal modulo x. D 
LEMMA 3.15:     Let    J ■=   E      be a Jordan curve and    A    one of  its 
complementary domains.     Let    b € J,     and let    L    be a polygon  contained 
in    A.     (If    A - J„,     restrict    L    so that    J  c L„.)     Then for   some 
U o 
a £ L,     there exists  an arc    C    in    Au   {x}    joining    a    and    b    such 
that    C n L ■  (a),     C  n J -  {b},    and    C    is locally polygonal modulo b. 
PROOF:     Let    x e L    and    b e J.     Since    x e A,     by Lemma 3.14,   there 
exists an arc    B    in    Au    {x}    joining    x    and    b    such that    B-{b)  <= A, 
B ri J ■ (b),     and    B    is   locally polygonal modulo b.     Since    B     is an 
arc,  there  exists a    1-1    map    p:I * B    such that    p(0) - x, p(l) - b, 
and    p(I)  - B.     Since    B  n L    is closed,     p-1(B n L)     is closed  and has 
a largest  element,   say    s.     Let    f:l * [s,l]    be the homeomorphism 
defined by     f (t)  -   (l-s)t + s    for all    t  £ I.     Define the map     q:I + B 
by    q(t)  -   (pof)(t)     for  all    t £  I,     and  let     p(s)  -  a    so that 
q(I) - C    is an arc satisfying the required conditions. 
REMARK 3.16:     If     J c   E2    is a Jordan curve,    A    is one of   its 
complementary domains,     bx £ J,     and    ^    is an arc in    Au   {b^    having 
bx    as an endpoint such that    *f  {\} =A,    then by Theorem 1.4,   if 
x.y £ A-O  ,     then    J u  o,     fails  to separate    x     from    y. 
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Now assume   b,» b«» »••» \ * J    and   A " {<V a2'  *••' ak*    is a 
collection of pairwise  disjoint arcs  in    A u J    such that for each 
i « 1,   2,   ...,  k,     b.     is an endpoint of    a      and    a.  - fb^}  c A. 
Suppose further that    J u   (^jttj)     falls t0 separate any two points 
x,y £ A -   (  u  a ).     Then if    a is an arc in    A u J    with endpoint 
bk+i t  J    such that    ak+1 -   (bk+1)  c A    and    Vl n   (^  - ♦,     then 
J u  ( u  a )   u a fails to separate    x    from    y    by Theorem 1.4. 
We will now show that such arcs exist. 
LEMMA 3.17:     Let    J c E2    be a Jordan curve,    A    one of its 
complementary domains,   and    L    a polygon in    A.     (If    A - 3^     then we 
will restrict    L    such that    J^Lj.)    Let    V  ^ *y    be pairwise 
disjoint arcs  in    A u J     such that for each,   i - 1.2 k, a.   n L - U±> 
and    o    n J ■=  {bJL>    where    a±    and    b±    are the endpoints of 
o ,    and    *4    is locally polygonal modulo   b±.    Then if    b e J - gfr, 
for some    a t  L,     there  exists  an arc    a    in    A u J    such that 
a n t£rf - ♦•   a n L " U}'    ""   ° n ' " {b>   ^^   *   ^   "   ^ 
the endpoints  of    a,     and    a     is locally polygonal modulo b. 
PROOF:     Let    b  «  J -  j^    «*    * ' L " jfl  '     By " 3'U' 
there exists  a    1-1    path    p.1 + A «   <b}    such that    p(0)  - x, 
p[0.1)  = A,     p(l)  - b,     and    pd)     is  locally polygonal modulo    b. 
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Since    p    is  continuous,   for each   e >  0,     there exists      6 >  0    such 
that for all    z  e U(b,6)   n p(I),     the arc from    z    to    b    in    p(I), 
denoted    zb,     lies  completely  in    U(b,e).     Let       c - dCb.^u^)   U L) 
and let    y <•  U(b,6)  n p[0,l).    By Remark 3.16,    J u (J^)    *aUs t0 
separate    x    from    y.     Thus,   there exists a    1-1    polygonal path 
q:I * A    such that     q(0)   - x,     q(l)  - y 
-1 
and    q(I)  c A - JM^'     Let 
s    be the largest  element of    q_ (q(I)   n L),    and let    w    be the 
smallest element of    {q_1(q(I)  n yb)J  n  [s.l]    where   yb    is the arc in 
p(I)    from    y    to    b.     Let     q(s) - a,    and  let    q[s,w]   U q(w)b - a    where 
q(w)b    is  the arc in    yb     from    q(w)     to    b.     By  construction,    a    is an 
arc in    A u J    satisfying the required conditions.      D 
LEMMA 3.18:     Let    J c E2    be a Jordan  curve,     A    one of  its 
complementary domains,  and    L    a polygon in    A    where if    A - J„,     L    is 
restricted such that    J e L .    If for    n € Z ,    bj, b^,  .... bn    are 
distinct elements of    J,    then there exist pairwise disjoint arcs 
a,, a,,  ..., a      in    A u J    such that    for each    i,    o± n L - U^, 
a    n J -   {6  }    where    a,     and    b.     are the endpoints of    V     and    a± 
i i i 1 
is locally polygonal modulo b^. 
PROOF:     The lemma follows by Lemmas  3.15 and 3.17 and induction.       D 
DEFINITION 3.19:     Let    A    be a nonempty set  in the metric space    X, 
and let    «   > 0.     The    .-neighborhood of    A    is defined to be    U(AfO ■ 
u{U(a,£)|a c A}. 
DEFINITION 3.20:     Let    A    be an arc in    E2,     and let    a,b , A,   a 4 b. 
/T\  _  *      Then it will be said that 
Fix a    1-1    map    p:I - A    such  that    p(D  ■ A.    Then it wiu. 
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-1. 
a    is less   than    b,     denoted    a < b,     if    p     (a)   < p~   (b). 
REMARK 3.21:     The reader will note that whether    a < b    or    b <  a 
in Definition 3.20 will depend upon how the    1-1    map    p    is defined 
(i.e.    which endpoint of  the arc    p(I)     is the image of zero under    p). 
This will usually be clear   from context.     Otherwise,   the order of    p 
will be established.     Note also that throughout  the remainder of this 
chapter,   the arc    from    a    to    b    in    p(I)    will be denoted    ab, 
indicating the order from    a     to    b. 
LEMMA 3.22:     Let    K c E2    be a Jordan curve.     Let    pj    and    P2 
be distinct points  of    K    such that  for    i - 1,   2,     there exists  a 
polygonal arc in    K    containing    p±    as an interior point.     Let    A    be 
an arc in    K    having    Vj_    and    p2    as endpoints,  and let      e  > 0.     Then 
there exists  a polygonal arc    B    such that 
1) B    has endpoints     P]_    and    ?2    and    B -  t^.  P.,)  
c V     and 
2) B c  U(A,e). 
PROOF:     By Lemma  3.10,   for each point    x e  A,     there exists     «x >  0     . 
sue, that if     r,s t   U(x,   t%)  n  V     then    r    and    s    may be Joined by a 
polygonal path in    U(x.£>  ft   K,.     We may assume    &% < t.     Let 
I -  lU(x,   6   )|x e   A).     From Theorem 3.7,   there exists    X > 0    such that 
if    c,d ,   A'  and     Ml   <   X,     then there exists a set in    ■    containing 
<- „    < < x    - Po    be points in    A   which 
both    c    and     d.     Let    Px" 
x
x * 
x2       '" n      H2 
partition    A     into  components  of diameter  less than    X.    Now there exist 
Points    yr  y2 y^    in    A    such that for each    1-1,1 ■* 
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V xi+l € 
U(y   ,  6     )•     For each    i -  1,  2 n-2,    let    z    e U(y   ,«     ) 
1      yi yi 
n   u(y,+1. 
6
V     
) n S*    (Note that   U(yi* S } n U(yi+l' 6y     > n *B + ♦ 1+1      yi+l yi yi+l 
since for    i -  1,   2,   .... n-2,     x        e  U(y      6     )  n U(y       ,  « )     and 
l+l l      y± l+i      y±+1 
xi+1,Fr(V.) 
Since    p.     lies  in the  interior of a polygonal arc    C    in    K,    p. 
is either a vertex of    C    or  lies in the interior of some line segment, 
say    D,     of    C.     In either case,   there exists a line segment    E    lying 
in    (K uL)   n V(yv   5     )     such that    E  n K -  {pjh     For if    Pj    is a 
vertex,   then    {p.}     is  the intersection of  two adjacent line segments 
of    C,     say    G    and    H,     and we may let    E    be a line segment of length 
less than    v    lying in    K  u Kj    which bisects the angle determined by    G 
and    H    where    V « min{6y    -   \x± - yj,   Hvv  K - Int(G U H))>.    On the 
other hand,   if    p%  e  Int(D),     let    y - min{6y    -   |«j - yj, 
d(p ,  K -  Int   (D))},     and let     E    be a line segment perpendicular to    D 
of length less  than     Y    ^8  
in    K u S*     Siffiilarly«   the" eXiStS * 
line segment    F    lying in     (K   u Kj)   n O^.j,   »y      )     
such that    F   " K * 
{p   ).     Let     zQ    and    zn_1    be the other endpoints of    E    and    F, 
respectively. 
Now for each     i - 1,   2,   .... n-1,     l^    and    z±    may be joined by 
a polygonal path in    O^.d   n K,.    Thus,  by the gluing lemma, we have 
a polygonal path    f:I-U(A,e)     joining    t%    «
nd    P2    
such that 
f(D -   (Pl,   P2) c KB.     By Lemma 3.11,   there exists a polygonal arc    B 
such that    B    has  endpoints    Px    and    p2>    B -   (p^  P2 
} c *>* 
B<=U(A,e).       D 
3.23:     diam(B)   < diam(A)  + 2c.     D 
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LEMMA 3.24:     Let    a,b,c,d c  E      such that    a < b,     c < d,    and 
b _ a < 1.     Then there exists a map    H:ela,b]   x   [c,d]  + ie(a)} x   [c,d] 
e[a,b]   *   U)   U   (e(b)}  *   Ic,d]     such that    H(x) » x    for all 
X£  (•(*))  *   [c,d]   u ela.b]   t   {c}   u (e(b)}  x  [c,d]. 
PROOF:     Let    A -  [a,b]   x   [c,d]     and    B -  {a}  x   [c,d]   u  [a,b]   * {c} 
2 
lib) x   [c,d].     We  regard    A    and    B    as being subsets of    E      in the 
following.     If    z  e A.     Let    az    denote the line containing    z    and 
<& ,   4*1),     and  let    F:A * B    be defined by    B fl az - (F(z)).     (See 
the figure below.) 
(ff- ,   d+1) 
(0,d)-- 
(0,c)-- 
We claim that    F    is  continuous.     To this  end,   let    c>  0    and    z c A. 
Let    C -   [a,b]   x   {d),     and let    D -   [a,b]   x   {c}. 
If    F(z)   e   B-C,    we may assume    e  < d(F(Z),C)    so that Fr(U(F(z),0) 
intersects     B    exactly  twice.     Let    Fr(U(F(z) .«»   » B -  <«.v>.    and let 
6rd(z,au),   62-d(z,av),     and    * - I^V'     »°" «    *<"^> 
then    F(x)   e  U(F(z),e). 
If    F(z)  -   (a,d),     we may assume    ,  <  MN». ■ «   <>'d»     8° *" 
fr(r<F(,>.0     intersects    B     exactly once.     Let    Fr(U(F(z) ..»   » B - Cf). 
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and let    6 " *(*•« )•     Now lf    x e U(z,6),     then    F(x)  £ U(F(z),e). 
Similarly,  if    F(z)  ■   0>»d),    we may assume    £   < d(F(z), D u  (a,d)), 
and the proof is essentially the same. 
Now since    b - a <   1,     the map    G:A + e[a,b]   X   [c,d]    defined by 
G(r,s)  -   (e(r),s)     for all     (r,s)   £ A,     is  a homeomorphism.    Define the 
map    H:e[a,b]   «   [c,d] - {e(a)}  U   [c,d]   U e[a,b]   N  {c)   U {e(b)}  ■   [c,d] 
by    H -  G|B°F°G 
-1 D 
LEMMA 3.25:     Let    J  c E2    be a Jordan curve.     Suppose that for 
i t {i,   2 k>,    there exist a map    h^S
1 x  I * J u  Jj,    a positive 
integer    ■»,     and a positive real number    »±    such that 
1) mQ-  2   <mx < m2  <   ...   < m^< \  . 
2) M0-  0 <  ux <   u2 <   ...   < Vl <\
<1   > 
3) if    i £   (1,   2 k>,     then    h^ *   {1})  c J    and 
tajtf1 *  I) -   63j  x   {1})]   c JB    where 
Cj  •  {e(-*^)|j   - 1,   2,   .-.,   2%   , 
4,    if    i/o.1 A    -..(Vel^^HV1^ 
2 *      2 
Bi 
for    j  -  1,   2,   ....   2       , 
5)     if    i£(l,   2,   ...,k>,     then    hj [ (S1 -   [0.u±])  ■   (C, - 1)1 
is an embedding,     h±(S
l x   [0,^1)     is a polyhedran  (i.e.,   the 
union of a finite collection of triangles),  and for    i -  U  
"i        .    ({e(2zl )}  K D    is locally polygonal modulo 
*       i m. 
.2*1 h. <•££*■),  1)   ,    and 
i m 
2 * 
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6)     if    i e   U,   2,   ....   k),     then 
hi+lil(sl *   [0'vi])   u   (Ci *   I)] " hil[(sl x   I0'ui]) u   (Ci x  I)]' 
Then there exist  a map    \+1'
S    x   I - J U Jg,    a positive integer    m^, 
and a positive real number    ufc+1    such that 
1}    ffik<nk+l 
«    ^k < Pk+1 < X 
3)    Vl(Ck+l *  {1})  C J    and    W01* * X) "  (Ck+l *  {1})1 C JB 
where    Ck+1 -   {e(*JJ->   |j«  1,   2 2
Vl>, 
2"k+l 
4) diam (^[.Hfr ■ ^f] x [vr1]) < -k 
2\+i    2Vi 
Vi 
for    j - 1,  2 2 
5)    h,    JUS1 x   [0,   «...])  U   (C xl)l     is an embedding, 
k+11 'k+1 
"k+1 
h       (S1 x   [0,   y     .]     is a polyhedran,  and for    j  - 1,2 2 
k+1 k+1 
h      ({e( _?JU—)}  x  i)    is  locally polygonal modulo 
Vi (•<■ 
-221-),  1),    and 
A+i 
6)   h^UCs1 x to, vkl) « (ck - i)] ■ \\l<* - 10. *» u (Ck * »>• 
PROOF: H    Let    B-{bl,b2 b2Vl>.    -W4>V    ^
a8ub8et0f 
J   which contains    V
Ck «   CD)    and partitions    J    into components of 
We assume that the members of    B    have 
diameter less than k+1 7* 2 
been labeled  consecutively around    J.     Let    L ■ Y k    * 
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A = {a      a-.   •••»  a m.   .}    be a collection of pairwise disjoint arcs 
12 2 
containing    O^tfe)   «   [ufc,   I])   I   c £ Cy,}    such that for  each 
i-it a, •••• 2 
"W ,    o     n L »  {a  }    and    a     n J - {b  }    where    a      and 
b.    are the endpoints of     ».,     and    a±    is locally polygonal modulo    b^^  . 
If    i £   {1,  2,   ...,   2 *+1},     there exists    q± £ Int   (aj     such that the 
subarc    |j    of     o±     from    q±    to    bj    has diameter  less  than +1  • 
Me may further assume that there exists a real number ufc+1 < 1 such 
that if b = h^c.l) for some c £ Ck> then qj - \(c.\+1>- 
For 
i £   (1,  2,   ....   2
m,c+1},     let    Y,    be the arc  of    L    from    B±    to 
A+l 
A+l 
A+l 
"'     whose  interior fails to  intersect      ^      «4  ,    and let 
(i+l)mod 
c     T     * K       fn    h 2      
X   ,    whose interior 6      be the arc of    J     from    b±    to    t>(i+1)mod* 
m 
fails to intersect     B.     If    i «   (!•   2 2 }>    let    Ki ' 
D 
VS»it«  '(^mod
2^     Md l6t    *1 " W  *<i+W 
We apply Lemma   3.22  to obtain a polygonal arc    B±    Joining    q.     and 
l#MJ,    „2
Vl    such   that     Int(B)c(K±)B    and    B^OfA^)' 
(i+ljmod -1- 
3 
,.       ,     .  —1 ■•    but    diam A.   <        k+i   » 
Note that by 3.23,   diam    *± < diam \ +        k+1' '      7-2
K 
so diam B.   <       5 .    Hence    diam  (B1 u Bi u  B(i+1)mod   2    
+1)  * 2k+l ' 
7#2k+l 
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Now for    i -  1,   2,   ....   2 ,     let    f^    be a homeomorphism of 
{e(_?JI^)}  x  [pk,l]     onto     o±     such that     fjdtjH,  ufc) ■ »4 , 
,"k*l * 2 *+1 
^^•w ■ qiand fi" ^|{c} x l^'l] if *%!? ■c £ v 
Uf    e    - h. let   2nl 2n(1+1?]  x{u.};     and let    p      be a homeomorphism 
1       V      ^+1 ^+1 k 
of    e[-^- ,  ^H]   x   (pk+1>  onto    B±    such that    f±Ut^ >Uk+1>   ■ qi 
-1 ; " '*■' 2Vi 
and    Pi
(e(2lm^f)'lJk+l
)   "  q(i+l)mod 2
Vl ' 
By Theorem 1.12,   for  each    1 -  1,   2 2Vl,     there exists a 
e r_2TTi 2TT(J+1)-. r 1      onto     f     -  J   u(J.)_, 
homeomorphism    H      of     e[—   , — 1   x  lV  k+lJ i        i       i  B 
2^+1       2Tc+l 
where   ^ • y± U 4^ U B± U q(i+1)mod 2'
nk+1 a(i+l)mod 2   +1' 
«  *Mfe» " l*W ' ^l1**^'" IV*»1, .%« 
„   K+l ■ 
[vW • 
3)    H.|e[_22^,Mi±li]   x{Wk}-gi and 
;   '2Vi      2"^i 
2iti 2n(i+l)i   v  f„       >. 
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Now by  the gluing lemma,  the map    h^+1:lS    *   ^k>
Uk+l^  U   (Ck+l 
A+l 
K^'1])] * [iA   V u A3,  definedby -k+1 
,     I    ,  2*i 2^(1+1),        . ,      -   |   ,  2irl        2^1+1), 
iVSn1,  and 
2>  hk+i!
ck+i 
x [*W1] " fi|cw.i x [Vr1] ' 
2ir1 "k+1, 
is a homeomorphism,  where    Ck+1 "   ie( }   | J - J-t  ^.   • • •» 
For    i - 1, 2,   ....  2 K      ,     let 
2^+1 2 2 
. _.     . .      .   _,  ,     o 2Ittk+1  ,     there exists a map 
By Lemma  3.24,   for each     i • 1» *»•••» * ' 
n ^USL  &m±) x [«_,!] -»i 
such that ni(x) *x for a11 1     Vi '   A+i 
, a Vt-1    be defined such 
x « W .     Let   the map    o^ - B± » \ 
u  B(i+l)mod  2 
that (g(^)fl).bl    and   .iW»).»-V«-'J
Vl    ' 
A+l 2 
...                *       r_2li_      2ir(1+1)1   x   [|L-.i]  * K ° *i "  B(i+l)m°d 2 * Define the map    G^el—  ,      J"       j        tMk+l l        x v 
by    Gi = °i °  ni  • 
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By the gluing lemma,  we have a map    fcjLjSfi    *   [Wy.,.1] * 
Now since    h"^1 (S1  N   (u^l) - h^KS1 M  (i^l)    and 
h^KS1   x   {pk})   U    (Ck   x    [yk,l])   -  hJCS
1   x   {yk})   U    (Ck  x   [^,1]),      the 
function    k ..! S1 "   I * J u J„     defined by 
Vi(x) ■ 1 
Vl-- ^ "E 
k GO if    x £   (S1 x  [0,uk]) u  (ck x I) 
(x)    if    x c  (S1 x [uk,yk+1D u (Ck+1 x [uk+1 
^h"k+1(x)    if      X   €    (S
1   x    [Wk+1,l]) 
is continuous.       D 
REMARK 3.26:     In the proof of the existence of an    h^S xi-JuJg,    a 
positive integer    n^,    and a positive real number    Uji    which a11 
satisfy our  inductive hypothesis  in Lemma 3.25,   compatibility   (property 
6)  ls  not applicable.     Otherwise,   the proof is  identical to the proof of 
lemaa 3.25 and will therefore be omitted.     Now by this remark, Lemma 3.25, 
and induction,   the  following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3.27:     Let    J c E2    be a Jordan curve.     For    n I Z  ,     there 
exist a map    h   :S1  *  I - J u J_.     a positive integer    V    and a real 
n B 
number    p       such that the  following properties hold: 
n 
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1) mQ - 2 s Bj < m2  <   ...   < .^ mn 
2) PQ - 0  <  wx < U2  <   • • •   < Vl < Wn < 1, 
3) h   (C    x  {1})   c  J    and    hn[(S
1  K  I) -   ^ *  {1})]  e JB 
n 
where    C    - {•#)   |  j - 1, 2,   ..., 2 n}  , n m 
2 n 
4) dia*(hn[e[^,^^]x[vl]])<^ 
2n 2n 2 
m 
for    j   - 1,   2,   ...,   2 n   , 
' 5)    h   IICS1 x   [0,p   ])   u   (Cn « I)]     is an embedding, 
h   (S1 x   [0,ii  ]     is a polyhedran,   and for 
n n 
J . 1,  2 2mn,    hn({e(^
1)}  x I)    is locally 
2 n 
polygonal modulo    h^eO^J1),   1)   ,     and 
2n 
6)   h^JKJ1* [M l)u (c/i)].hn|[(s
1MO,,nl)Mc/i)l.D 
n+i n " 
REMARK 3.28:     Following a number of preliminary lemmas, we shall 
,   ,       ^_    K » ■ eiven by Theorem 3.27, 
show that the sequence of  functions    l\>imi   '    
8XVC1     ' 
converges uniformly on    S     x I. 
LEMMA 3.29:     If    t   >  0,     there exists a positive integer    i    such 
that    hi(Cl x   {1»     partitions    J    into components of diameter less than 
£   . 
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PROOF:     Suppose not.     Then there exists a chain    P    = P. = ...    such 
that    P      is a component of    J - h  (C    x {l))    and    diam P.   2 (..    Let    x 
J J J 
00 
and    y    be the endpoints  of       n^P     .     Then     |x - y|   i. e.   .     Choose    k    so 
that    i_ < —  |  x - y|.     There exist positive integers    n i. k    and    q 
2k      3 
such that 
<    3     |* - f\ 
- h   (e(^),D   1   < f I   x - y|     and     |y-h   (e(^^-),  1 n m_ 3 " n 
Then 
|x-y|s|x- -l,nCe(^),X)l + |ht,(e(^>,l)-hn(e<^lI),l)K|hii<e<2^),l)-vl 
„ n -,n ,n ," 
1_ 
21 
< 4 I  x - y   | + —   +-j|x-y|<|x-y| 
This is a contradiction.     Therefore,   the lemma holds.    □ 
REMARK 3.30:     Due  to Lemma 3.29,  we may suppose, relabeling if 
necessary,   that    h^ *   (1»     partitions    J    into components of 
diameter less than    -— 
21 
LEMMA 3.31:     Let    J c £2    be a Jordan curve such that    J-AuB 
where.    A    and    B    are  arcs which intersect only at their endpoints.    If 
diam A = a    and    diam B - b,     then    diam J < a + b. 
PROOF:     Let    A n B =   Cc,i>.     If    x t A    and    y t B,    then 
I. - y| i  |x - el  + le - yl   * • + b.     Therefore    dia* J  <- a ♦ b. D 
REMARK 3.32:     Let    k e   E For each    j ■ 1»  
2> 
A let 
KUIAKK.   J.JZ      K   t fc
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and let    D. .     be the  Jordan curve such that    D      = ^(Ay) u ek   where 
B     is the arc in    J    from    h^e^O.l)     to    ^ (e (l^+il),   »    whose 
interior fails  to intersect    \(Ck * (X».     The reader should note that 
this notation will be used throughout the remainder of this chapter. 
By Theorem 3.27,   diam   (^[rfg  , ^^i   "   l\'1]])   < A      f°r 
m 1 
j ■ 1,   2,   ....   2 k   .     By Lemma 3.29 and Remark 3.30,    diam Gfe < -£    • 
1 
Thus by Lemma 3.31,   diam    D,,   <    k-1 • 
LEMMA 3.33:     Let    k «  Z+  .    For all    n > k,    h^sMc^MDy >„-♦■ 
PROOF:     Suppose    hn(S
1 *   [0.1^])  n  (Dy>B + »•    
tt« since 
hJKS1 x   [0,pk])   U Ay]     ^ ^ embedding,    h^S
1 *   [O.uJ)   c Dfcj   U Dy),, 
and   hn{[Ck x   (V]   -   (.A.   e(^))} » <Dy>B  •    Now since 
2Tc 2Tt 
h llC,   « I)  U   (S1 x   [0.u.]>]     is an embedding,  the arc    l>n«e<^>]  " ° 
n    k * 5 * 
fails to intersect    h^).     Thus,  by the Jordan curve theorem, 
„ (e(-2^li),   1)   e   a •     This  is a contradiction.    Therefore the lemma 
n m^ k 
holds.       D 
■»■*•*    if    k e  Z+      then for all    n > k, 
REMARK 3.34:     Now from Lemma 3.3J,  n    *« * 1 
there exists a  positive integer    p    such that    \^e(- mJ     *    V 
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LEMMA 3.35:     Let    k e  Z  .     For any integer    n > k    and any positive 
integer    p    such that    ^(eC-^) x  [uk> 1]) n  (Dfc.)B 4 ♦, 
2 ° 
h  (•<*?)   x   tyfc.   ID   
c   (Dkj^B 
u   (\J^B    and inter8ects    Dk1    
at exactly 
two points   (one of which lies in    II (A..)     and the other in    J a D    ). 
PROOF:     Denote    e(-^)   x   [v^,  l]     by    Q.     Since 
2n 
h  |[(S    *   [0,   V   ])   u   (C    x  I)     is an embedding,     h   | (A, .   u Q)     is an 
embedding.     Now    Aj.n0.-   (eC-^),  Uk>     and    a = \
(-e(r^'^'^  e ^^d?' 
2 n        ' 2 n 
Also    Q n   (C    x   {i})   -   (e(2Z!E)fl)    and    b . h (•(^),1)  €  J.     Since ' H m n        in 
2 n 2 n 
h  (Q)     is an arc and    h   [(S1 x   I) -  (CQ X {1})] c j^,    hft(Q)    intersects 
J    at exactly one point, namely    b.     Now if    b e  J - D     , h^Q)    inter- 
sects    h   (A^.)  - (a).     This   is  impossible;  so    b e   J n IL.   . 
Furthermore,     hn<Q) e Dfcj u   (Dfcj)B    since    hn(Q)  fl  Dkj  - U,b}    and 
hn(Q)  
n   (Dkj)B + ♦•     D 
THEOREM 3.36:     The sequence of functions    (h^^    converges 
uniformly on    S    X  I. 
PROOF:     Let     e   <  0.     By the Archimedean principle,   there exists a 
positive integer    k    such that    -Z-    <  e   .    Let    p    and    q    be integers 
2 
greater than or equal to    k.     We may assume    p < q- 
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If    x €   [(S1 x   [0,up])   U   (Cp x  I)] - X,    then    h   (x)  „ h  (x)     gnd 
|h  (x) - h(x)|   - 0  < e. 1 p q 
Let    x £   [(S    x   [y     u   ]) - x].     Choose a positive integer    j     such 
that    x 6   (e[—-1 ,  4— 1   *   [u  .  1]    ■ F.    There exists a positive map F 
2 2 
integer    r     such that    x £   {ef-2-^ ,   2v('T+1'>} x   [u  ,   1]}.    Let 
m in p 
2  q 2q 
A-  lift)  x   [Vy],    B - {e(
2lT^)} x   tu ,11 J, m                  p    q m                     p    q 
2 q 2 
H 
,2nr       27t(r+l)1 ,     ,       n         r2Trr 2ir(r+l).,       ,     ,            . 
2q         2 1 2 q           2q 
E - e[— , lliEtil]   x [u   ,u  ].     From Lemma 3.35,    h   (A)    and    h  (B) 
mm p     q                                                 q                       q 
2q 2  
q 
are subsets  of     (D   .)_,    and. therefore each has diameter less than .   • 
pj   B 2P--L 
Since    h  |C - h   |C,    diam    h  (C)  < ^-    .      Since    D e e[-^- , -j*Mli ,l]t 
qp q2
p 2q2q 
diam h   (D)   < — .     Since    h   |E    is an embedding,     Fr(h   (E))    is a 
q 2
q q 
Jordan curve  and    h   (x)  £ h   (E).     Furthermore, by the Lemma 3.31    and 
q <1 
the Jordan curve  theorem, 
diam(h   (E))   £ diaxn(h   (A) + diam(h   (B)) + diam(h   (O) + diam(h  (D)) 
q q q s 
<^-    +    -J-     +    i-    +    1- 
2p-l 2p-l 2P 2
q 
1 1 1       .     i_    .    —L- 
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Now by property 4 of  Theorem 3.27,  diam(h  (F)) < — s —    .     By property 
P 2P      2K 
6,    h  (F)   n h   (E)  4 <J>.     Therefore,   since    h   (x) e h   (F), 
p 1 P P 
|h  (x)  - h  (x)|   < -j^r-    +   V   *    \   « «  ' 1 p q 2 2 2 
Let    x £   (S1 x   [y   ,1]   - X).     Then    x £  F    and    x c  {e[-^      2^r+1)] 
a mm 
2 q 2q 
x  [u   ,   1]} ■ G.     There exists a positive integer    s    such that 
X   £ 
{ ,2m     21is+ll]  x  .       1]}>    Now 8ince    diam(h (F)) K 1^ > 
"V "k 2 K 2 K
diam(h   (G))   < i-  ,     and    h   (F)  n D      4  ♦ 4 D.     n h   (G),    we have 
ks ks 
|h_(x)-h„(x)|   <*- + -£-+- 
2P   2k-i   : 
l   .   l     . i_ 
2k      2k-X      2k 
^_<2-<    £       . 
2k-2      2k 
Therefore,   (Mjli    converges uniformly on    S    * I.    D 
REMARK 3.37:     Let     htS1 * I - J u Jfi   be defined by    lim h± - h . 
Since    {h.}i:i    converges uniformly on    S
1 « I,    h    is continuous.    In 
order to show that    h     is an embedding, we now show that    h    is    1-1. 
This will follow from the next lemma and a remark. 
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are 
LEMMA 3.38:     Let    b  e   (S    x   {l}) -   LjJjC.   x  {1}).     if    k    and    j 
positive integers such that    b  e »[«■■ ,  2lt^+1?]   x  {I},     then 
2  R 2 ic 
h(b) ( Dkj  n J. 
PROOF:     Since     -lUCf   x  {1}     is dense in    S    x  {l},     there exists a 
sequence     {*,}    of points of     OjuC,  x {1})   n   (e[^- ,  
2"^+1-)]  x {l}) 
converging to    b    where    x    e C       *   {1}.     (Note that    k £ j       for all    i.) 
3l 
By Lemma 3.35,    h(x.)  ■ h     (x)   e  J n D,       for each    i.    Therefore since 
h    is continuous and     J n D is  closed,   {h(x )} ■* h(b)  e  J n D      .    D 
REMARK 3.39:     From properties  3 and 6 of Theorem 3.27,   if 
b e    jjc.   x   {1},    then    h(b)   e J.     By Lemma 3.38,   if    b e   (S    x  {!}) - 
(JjjC.   x  {l}),     then    h(b)   £ J.     Therefore    MS1 x  {!}) c J.     Furthermore, 
from properties  3 and  6,     h(S     *   [0,1)) e J . 
THEOREM 3.40:     The continuous  function    h:S    x i -* j u  Jg    is    1-1. 
PROOF:    We have four cases. 
1) Let    a,b |  S1 x   [0,1)   u   (JJ|C1 x I),  • + b.     Then there exists 
a positive integer    k    such that    a,b e  [(S    x  [O.Vj.]) U  (Ck x I)]. 
Since for all n s k,  hjKS1 ■  [0,^])  U  (Cfc « D] ■ hjKS1 *  [0.1^]) U 
(Ck a   I)]     and    \\K-S
1 ■   [0,Pfc])   u   (Cfe « I)]     is an embedding, 
h(a) = hn(a)  + h  (b)  - h(b). 
2) ^t    a c  S1 x   [0,1)     and    b  e   (S
1 x  {l})  -   <J^ -  (U).    There 
exists a positive integer    k    such that    a e   S1 *   [0,ukl    and    h^a) 6 Jfi 
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by Remark 3.39.     Since for any    n  > k,     hn(a)  - h^(a),    we have 
h(a) €  J_.     By Lemma 3.38,    h(b)   e   J.     Therefore,     h(a)   * h(b). 
3)    Let    a £   J^C    *  {1}     and    be   (S1 x  {1}) -   (J?^ x  {1}). 
There exist integers    k    and    r    such that    b £   (el-2- , —■*-—*■]   x  {1}» A, 
2^ 2°* 
oo 1 
and    a t  A    since    ^u.C x   {1}   is  dense in    S    x  {l}. By Lemma 3.38, 
h(b) £   D.     n   J,     but by the definition of    ft.   ,      h(a) i Dfcr n J. 
Therefore    h(a)   4 h(b). 
4)    Let    a.b e   (S1 x  {i})  -   (J?^  x  {1}),  a 4 b. There exist 
i /   r2irr      2tr(r+l),   ,,-,-.       . 
positive integers    k,   r,   and    s    such that    a e   l*ng* » mT"^J 
2Tc 2"k 
aai    b  £   (e[—  , —]   x   {1})  - B    where    A n B - <t>.    By Lemma 3.38, 
2K      2 * 
h(a) £ D.     n J    and   h(b) e D      n J.    Since    (Dkr n J) n  (D^ 0 J) - ♦, 
h(a)  4 Mb).       D 
REMARK 3.41:     Let    h    be as above.     Just  as    h    was constructed, 
we may construct a homeomorphic embedding    g:S    x   [1,2]* Ju  J„    such 
that    gCS1 x   (D)  - J.     Let    III1 *   [1,2] - S1    be the projection,  and 
define the homeomorphism    kiS1 R   [1,2] - S1 ■   [1,2]    by    k(x,t)  - 
(n • g_1(h(x,l)),t)    for all    x£SX    and    te   [1.2].    Let    f- 
g .  k.81 x   [1,2] * J 0 fy     Note that for all    x «   S1,  f (x.l) - g(k(x.l)) 
- g(!l  =  g-^hCx.l)),!)   - h(x,l).     By applying the gluing lemma to the 
maps    h    and    f     and reparameterizing, we obtain the following. 
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THEOREM 3.42:     If    J    is a Jordan curve in    E  ,     then there exists 
a homeomorphic embedding    h':S    *  I ■* E      such that    h' (S1 x  {-|}) . j. Q 
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SUMMARY 
2 
From Chapter III,   for any Jordan curve    J    in    E  ,    we have a 
1 2 
homeomorphic embedding    f    of    S    x I    into    E      such that 
fCS1 x   {4})  - J.     Let    n    be the    "north pole"    in    S      and 
? 2 G:S    -  {n} ■* E      be the homeomorphism defined by stereographic projection. 
By Brown's generalized Schoenflies Theorem,   the closure of either 
complementary domain of    G_1(J)     is a 2-cell.     It  is thus easy to see 
2 2 ~1 that there is a homeomorphism    g:S    * S      such that    g(G    (J))     is the 
2        2 
equator.     We may further require    g(n)   - n;     then if    h:E    + E      is the 
homeomorphism defined by    h(x) - G(g(G~   (x)))     for all    x £ E  ,    h 
carries    J    onto a circle in    E2.     Thus we have established the classical 
Schoenflies Theorem.     By  the technique used  to prove Theorem 1.12, we 
immediately obtain the following. 
THEOREM:     If    J    and    K    are Jordan curves in    E      and    h:J * K    is 
2        2 
a homeomorphism,   then there exists a homeomorphism    h*:E    + I      such 
that    h*(x)  - h(x)     for all    x £ J. 
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